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Rex is an evil worm. He tells his worm
crew that they are going to take the leaves
away from the other worms. They deceive
the other worms and take away their
leaves. Rex tells the worms they can buy
their leaves back with rocks. Soon Rex has
all the leaves and the worms have only
rocks. Timmy confronts Rex, but Rex has
another evil ideato put marks on the other
worms. Those with rocks get a mark and
those with no rocks get no mark. Chaos
erupts in the patch, so Timmy asks God
what to do. God tells him, Dont make any
more deals with Rex and take the leaves
back. Timmy and the other worms stand up
to Rex. Timmy gives the leaves back to the
worms and peace is restored in the patch.
Lesson: Courage: Standing up for what is
right; not allowing bullies / tyrants to have
control.
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